DIRECTIONS TO AIT

Venue
Athens Information Technology
Monumental Plaza, Building C, 1st floor
44 Kifissias Ave.
15125 Marousi, Greece
www.ait.gr
Coordinates: 38°02'23.75'' N, 23°48'10.91''E.

Marousi is located at the northeast of the Athens city center. The building is located in the Monumental Plaza office complex, comprised by three buildings that form a Π (see picture above). The following screenshots serve to give the overall orientation for AIT’s location.
How to get there

**Taxi**
The easiest way to get to the venue is (as usual) to use a taxi. The cost should not exceed €10 from the city center for daytime trip and €15 for night time trip (tariff doubles between 00:00 and 05:00). From the airport the cost to get to AIT should not be more than €35 (including airport taxes, etc.). A useful service you may want to use is [www.taxibeat.gr](http://www.taxibeat.gr) that gets you a closeby cab giving you also the option of choosing among several rated ones and also rate the driver yourself after the service received.

**Metro-Railway**
AIT is located within 5 minutes walk from the Kifissias station of the suburban railways (called Proastiakos, line Airport-Kiato). More details at [http://www.trainose.gr/](http://www.trainose.gr/). To get to AIT from the airport you take the train and get out at Kifissias station.

From the city center you get the metro (blue line) to Doukissis Plakentias station (direction Airport) and change to Proastiakos (direction Korithos/Kiato) and get out at Kifissias station.

For Athens Metro consult [http://www.ametro.gr/](http://www.ametro.gr/). A map of the metro lines (and part of the suburban railways) is shown below.
Bus
In addition to the instructions for using public transportation contained in the site above, bus services may be used to get to AIT. Lines X14, 550, and A7 have a stop next to AIT; you get out at station Ioannidou or station Chimaras (Ιωαννίδου or Χειμάρας). Please note that tickets should be purchased in advance to getting onto the bus (at kiosks or ticket booths). For bus schedules consult [http://www.osy.gr/](http://www.osy.gr/).

Car
In case you decide to rent a car keep in mind that the odd-even traffic controlling system applies in the city center (actually a ring around the city center), which means that on odd-days only cars with odd numbered license tags may be circulating there; similarly for even-matching numbers. These rules apply from 06:00 until 21:00 on weekdays (not during the month of August). Keep also in mind that parking around AIT offices is a challenging task, please let us know in advance in case you plan to use a car so that we make parking arrangements for you.